Torretta, Italy. Gen Lee CO 49th Wing (left) and Gen Twining CO of the 15th Air Force shake hands after the first Presidential Unit citation awards. 484th Bomb Group. 484th BG photo via Joel Moe (D) 825 Sq.

Col Keese, second from left assisted by Jerry Dufour, first from left presents medals to 484th Bomb Group crewmen. Photo taken at Torretta Summer 1944. 484th BG photo via Joel Moe (D).
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A Ford built B-24J #41-51884 of the 824 Sq. 484th BG. 484th BG Photo via William A Moncrief, 824 Sq.

From left: General Lee 49 Wing CO greets General Spatz and General Twining 15th Air Force CO, as the latter two arrive for presentation of the Presidential Unit Citation Summer 1944. 484th BG photo via Harold Meshel

This may be a B-24H of the 824 sq. Can anyone tell us more about it? Harold Meshel photo.

A Douglas Tulsa built B-24J-5 S/N42-51381 of the 825 squadron with the late model plexiglass waist window cover. 484th BG photo via William Moncrief 824 sq.